Issue 1: January 2014

The News Bulletin that highlights www.saskgames.com content

Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to
strengthen the gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic
bulletin to inform the gaming community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
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What is this, a newsletter starting up about gaming in Saskatchewan? You bet. This initiative is
being set up to let people know about some of the great boardgame opportunities in our
Province. Boardgames are way too awesome to be kept a secret. This bulletin is an extension of
the values of the www.saskgames.com website. We hope that by keeping people informed
about some of the great events and activities that are happening, more people will connect to the hobby and gather
with friends they have not met yet.
We should also clarify that the focus is not entirely Saskatchewan. We hope to provide a lot of other material that
anyone interested in gaming will find useful, especially to our neighbours in Manitoba and Alberta. We are pleased to
also announce that many of the people who have joined the Newsletter team are from various parts of the world. This is
certainly a hobby that spans geographic borders.
This bulletin is not being set up with some of the standard newsletter formats in mind. As a matter of fact, it will not
have the familiar magazine look that similar publications use. We are building this bulletin in a lego format. What is that?
Well, there are a lot of blocks that are contained in this first issue of the bulletin. They represent the various types of
content that might show up in each issue. These blocks are discrete horizontal pieces that can be added or removed
without a lot of reformatting required. The important thing for this communication is that it go out on a regular basis.
Some months will have lots of content, “lego blocks”, and other months will only contain the essentials. The more
content that is submitted by our contributors, the more will be published in any particular issue. The most important
aspect of what we are doing is to create a regular publication to let people know what is going on in the hobby.
Although this publication will draw heavily on the content of the SaskGames website, it is not necessary for you to have
an account on that website to get the value out of this publication. Be aware that a few of the links will point to parts of
the website where membership is required. To make it easy to recognize web links, any text that is a link to web content
will show up in a blue. Read, click, explore.
On the last page of this bulletin, you will find links to connect to us in a variety of means, as well as a way to manage
your subscription to this publication. All of that said, please enjoy our first bulletin. We hope you enjoy the content and
find it informative and entertaining. Thanks for joining us.
Matt Robertson
SaskGames Bulletin Editor
If you have any questions or feedback about this newsletter, let us know via email: Newsletter@SaskGames.com
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By Matt Robertson
Here is what is coming up in the next 45 days. This is copied directly from the SaskGames site. Click
on any of the following events to learn more. If you know of additional events, please make sure
they get setup on SaskGames so they will automatically appear here. If you want, SaskGames has
a full Calendar of events that you can view online.
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (Sealed) - 12 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Yu-Gi-Oh - 12 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Heroclix (AvX Month 1) - 12 Jan
Dragons Den: Living Card Games - 12 Jan
Wok Box monday night gaming - 13 Jan
ChewsDay Challenge - 14 Jan
Dragons Den: D&D Encounters - 15 Jan
Dragons Den: MTG Casual Play - 16 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 17 Jan
Dragons Den: Board Game Night - 17 Jan
Wintereenmas (Moose Jaw) - 17 Jan
Calgary Boardgame Meetup (Brentwood Coop) - 18 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Kaijudo - 18 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Heroclix (AvX Month 1) - 18 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (Draft) - 19 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Yu-Gi-Oh - 19 Jan
Wok Box monday night gaming - 20 Jan
ChewsDay Challenge - 21 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 24 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Kaijudo - 25 Jan
Prairie Game eXpo (9am-9pm) - 25 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (Sealed) - 26 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Yu-Gi-Oh - 26 Jan
Wok Box monday night gaming - 27 Jan
ChewsDay Challenge - 28 Jan
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 31 Jan
Strategy Saturday - 01 Feb
Wok Box monday night gaming - 03 Feb
ChewsDay Challenge - 04 Feb
Wok Box monday night gaming - 10 Feb
ChewsDay Challenge - 11 Feb
Wok Box monday night gaming - 17 Feb
ChewsDay Challenge - 18 Feb
Wok Box monday night gaming - 24 Feb
ChewsDay Challenge - 25 Feb
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By Matt Robertson
Here is a list of Gaming Conventions and Fan Expos. This list contains events that are both local
and abroad. As events get set up on the SaskGames website, these events will link to the event
listing and provide more details. There are many fantastic events on the horizon for you to get
your gaming fix.These events provide a great opportunity to play some of the longer epic games.
January 2014 - Wintereenmas - Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
January 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
April 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
April 2014 - Calgary Comic & Entertainment Expo
May 2014 - FragCON – Regina, Saskatchewan
May 2014 - Regina Fan Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
June 2014 - PrairieCON – Brandon, Manitoba
July 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
August 2014 - GenCON – Indianapolis, Indiana
September 2014 - ToonCON – Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
October 2014 - FallCON – Calgary, Alberta
October 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
November 2014 - BGGCON – Dallas, Texas

Have you been to a convention or expo recently? What were the highlights? Perhaps you would like
to share them with the community at large. Write up a recap and tell us what you saw and did at
the convention. If you have some photos, even better. Let the rest of us know what we missed!!!
NB: There is nothing to report for this issue.

By Matt Robertson
Games are only fun when there are people to play them. The website has an area for members
to post a membership BIO as well as indicate what games they are looking to play. There are a
number of threads where people post that they are looking for players for Role Playing Games,
Wargames, Backgammon, Chess, Crokinole, and a variety of other games. This is a members
only area as some people post contact information. Due to that, we limit access to members only. If you are a member,
check it out, let others know what you want to play. If you are not a member, perhaps you might think about joining.

>> Member Bios / Looking for Gamers <<
NB: This section of the SaskGames website is going to get a major facelift in 2014 in order to help gamers connect to
groups and other gamers more easily. In the meantime, post a Bio and introduce yourself to the community!!!
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By Matt Robertson
The SaskGames website has a marketplace section where members can post items to sell or
trade. Additionally, some members post items they are looking to buy in this section. The
Marketplace is open to all members of SaskGames with the exception of store owners. We want
to minimize any potential store rivalries by limiting the use of this section to members. Click the
following link and browse the marketplace. You might just find that great deal you were looking for!

>> SaskGames Marketplace <<

The League section is here so various game leagues can report in on the ups and downs, the
highs and lows, and the thrills and chills. Boardgames are enjoyabnle enough on their own, but
add the meta game tension that a league can offer, and you have the makings of a truly epic
experience. If you would like your League showcased here, please send an email to:
Leagues@SaskGames.com

Bixby’s Formula De League
By Matt Robertson
Bixby’s Formula De League has wrapped up Season 5 and are in the process of preparing for Season 6 in 2014. Formula
De is a great Formula 1 racing boardgame with a large variety of tracks and game play options. The top honours for the
driver of the year go to “Vladimir Pystyn” raced by Colin Dearborn. The Top Racing Team was “All Beer-No Fear”
comprised of Vladimir Pystyn (Colin Dearborn) and Willie Survive (Matt Robertson). For more information on the game
of Formula De and the League, click >> Here <<

Comic Readers' Warhammer 40K Escalation League - Season 3
By Lareina Chan
League games started January 1st, 2014. Escalation months: January to April, Top 8 tournament in May
Monthly draws for participating players. Sign-up in the store or on the forums.
New sign-ups still welcome. League is at 20 players so far. There is no cost to participate.
Here are additional League Details

By Matt Robertson
Quite a number of local folks are entering the world of game design. It is wonderful to see local
talent get involved in the industry. We are in the early stages of organizing a Game Design Guild.
The purpose of the group is to provide a community centered around aspects of game design for
discussion, ideas, support and playtesting. It doesn’t matter if you are involved in game design from
a commercial interest or whether you are just interested from a hobby perspective. You should
check into the Game Design Guild. Send an email to:
GameDesignGuild@SaskGames.com
NB: As this group gets more formalized, this section will contain links to locally designed games and highlight any
developments of the GDG. Look at that, they have their own acronym. 
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This is an area for a variety of game specific content. Game reviews, session reports, strategy
articles, or various tips & tricks for a particular game. As members submit input, this section will
contain a variety of articles pertaining to a variety of games.

A Session Report on the December Demo (Flames of War)
By Lance Mathew
December had been a cold month; with the Demo being on the warmest day at about minus 25 degrees Celsius - with
the rest of the week being around minus forty. We had hoped to capitalize on early Christmas shoppers but it was pretty
quiet on the streets driving to the store. With no traffic to fight through we arrived early and set up. I brought mini-me
(Brody, my son, of Mini War Room fame: Mini War-Room
Blog Entry) with me.
With the tables all set up and 500 points versus 500 point
armies displayed with minimal terrain - we waited. In the
interest of attracting attention we squared off with our own
father and son game. Brody’s Panzer IV’s deployed first and
managed to attack first against my Canadian Sherman V’s. The
first round of shooting was devastating to both of us. Brody
managed to brew up an entire platoon and although my semiindirect fire was also successful in bailing out more than a few
Panzers it was not as upsetting to Brody as his had been to
me.
With all the commotion and dice rolling our first “convert”/customer arrived on the scene to inspect the damage. His
name was William and of course he was not interested in playing – he just wanted to watch. Uh – huh. Now to just reel
him in: I asked him if he wanted to play a group of Tiger tanks. William’s face lit up as he replied affirmatively. His Tigers
pounded my Sherman V’s worse than Brody’s Panzer IV’s had.
William’s friend Brendon arrived to see his Pokémon buddy had switched games on him. I asked Brendon if he would
like to play. He replied that he just wanted to watch: uh - huh…
While William and Brendon played they mentioned that they were studying Passchendaele in school and the next
section was WWII. We discussed the aspect of information that is put into the lists and how much Brody and I have
learned while playing this fun hobby.
Everyone had a great time and Brody went home with a Pokémon starter deck – but that is another story!

A Review of Village
By Chad Boudreau
Designers: Inka Brand & Markus Brand
Publisher: Tasty Minstrel Games
In Village from Tasty Minstrel Games, players control the lives of a family in a seemingly
late Medieval period village. You decide how each family member will grow and prosper.
Regardless of what decision is made, one thing is certain: Time marches on, your family
members age, and eventually pass away. Once dead, the life choices you had made
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Image from BoardGameGeek

decide if they are forever remembered in the village chronicle, thus scoring you victory points, or are laid to rest in an
unmarked grave.
Your family starts on a player board that represents a farm. Each turn, you place a family member in an area of the
Village, selecting one of the colored wooden cubes in that area, and doing the action allowed. If you go to the smithy, for
example, you gain the plow, which then enables you to grow and harvest more grain. That grain can then be sold in the
market, which is another area of the board. That board is a nicely rendered illustration of the village itself.
There are numerous areas to choose from, including those already mentioned, which means during each game round, a
player has multiple options from which to choose. This means decisions need to be made on each turn and there is a
requirement for long-term planning because you can't do everything in order to win. You need to pick a more focused
path to victory. Perhaps you will focus on the church and travelling, or you will develop new tools to help you be a better
farmer, and thus have more to sell in the market.
The colored cubes can be used on your turn to acquire tangible items, assist in your travels beyond the village, and help
advance your career in the village council or church. The number of cubes allotted to each area of the village is pre-set,
but the colors of the cubes will vary because they are pulled blindly out of a bag. Where you go in the village is,
therefore, influenced by what cubes are where. This makes for even more strategic decisions.
As you do things with your villagers, time is passing inside the game. You advance the time track on your homestead
player board. When the counter completes cycle-- literally crossing the bridge-- it is time for your oldest family member
to pass away. Based on what that villager was doing with its life, it will either be placed in the village chronicle to score
you victory points, or be placed in an unmarked grave. The game ends when either the village chronicle or unmarked
graves are full. There are not a lot of spaces in the village chronicle, so it is advantageous to advance the time track to
say farewell to some of your wooden family.
I am drawn to games with themes that are tangible. Some people might find Village too much like real life-- toiling away
at our jobs, raising a family, racing headlong toward the dirt nap-- but that kind of concrete theme is what appeals to
me. I was also intrigued by the use of the in-game passing of time and was not disappointed with how well it works
within the game. Add that to the multiple path to victory and the depth of strategic decisions and, for me, Village was
my favorite new Euro in 2013.

What is 18xx and why is it better than the garbage you are playing
By Tyler McLaughlin
Well folks, when Matt invited me to write up a few things for his newsletter, I
accepted immediately. Not only is Matt a great guy and a pillar of the hobby in
this part of the world, he had unwittingly extended me a soap-box for my
gaming agenda, so I had pretty strong motivation to help. This is to be the first
of many articles you will look at who wrote and skip over upon seeing my
Image from BoardGameGeek
name, but one day when you are overcome with boredom or you are looking
at your phone on the toilet, you might accidently read an article I have written and that's good enough for me.
The 18xx series started out in 1974 when Francis Tresham (of Civilization and Dutch Revolution fame)
published 1829. The setting for the game was Southern England and it contained historically accurate railway
companies that were operating in that part of the world at the time. It was also a financial game unlike any
other ever published in that there was absolute no luck involved. He subsequently released the 1829 Northern
Board in 81', which was identical in terms of mechanics but took place in Northern England. There were also
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two conversion kits published by Francis which owners of either game could buy which would convert their
copy of 1829 to the northern board or the other way around. It was about 1/3 of the price of just buying the
other game and an interesting service provided by a designer, really.
In 1986, Francis teamed up with American publisher Avalon Hill (you may have heard of them.) to produce
1830, which was almost the same ruleset, (some major improvements made to the stock market, IMO) but
took place in the North Eastern U.S. and Canada. This title opened up the American market and it is mistakenly
considered by many to be the first game in the series. I would argue that this game really brought the series to
life, but I can't deny that it was not the first.
You can think of these two games (1829 and 1830) as Mom and Dad on the 18xx family tree. Over one hundred
variations of these two games exists today and are published by a wide variety of individuals throughout the
world. They are all titled 18 something something (titled by when or where the railroad boom began in
whatever part of the world the game seeks to explore. Most titles are a date, but there are several which use
letter abv. 18FL in Florida for example) and all share the same basic spirit of mechanics, which I will delve into
later, but for now just know that the 1829 branch tends to focus marginally less on stock price and portfolio
manipulation and more on route building. The games vary wildly in depth and scope, playtime and number of
players accommodated.
All the games have a few things in common, There are trains and the games are played in alternating sets of
Stock Rounds and differing numbers of Operating Rounds. (Hereafter referred to as SR's and OR's.) They are all
financial games in nature and there is no luck in any of the designs. That's right, no random elements what-soever. Your successes and failures are based solely on your choices throughout the game and if all players played
a title exactly the same way twice in a row, you would get the same scores. So, what's so appealing about these
games? I can tell you what I think is so great about them, and in fact that's the point of this entire article.
Although I am a fanboy, I am going to present some cons as well so as to not appear completely biased.
Let's begin with a brief synopsis of how the games play. As mentioned before, all the games have SR's
and OR's. In a SR, the players are using their personal wealth to invest in Railroad companies through the
purchase and sale of shares in the companies. The player who owns the largest percentage of a company is
known as it's director and will make all the decisions that go along with running a railroad. Where to build
track and stations, what to do with the revenue generated by the companies and whether or not to buy trains.
In OR's, the companies act under the direction of the director. (makes sense) The companies operate in order
of share value usually, with the most valuable shares going first in the OR. The companies have their own
money, which is independent of the players personal
wealth and is used for different purposes. Company
money is used by the company to buy trains, stations
and to blast through mountains and build bridges. A
player’s money is used to buy stocks and counts
towards victory. (that's right, money in a company is
only a tool used to generate player wealth.)
Depending on which game you are playing and what
point of the game you are in, you will play somewhere
between 1-3 OR's for every SR played.
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When a company runs, it will make money. (or at least, it should!) As the director of the company, you need to
decide what to do with this money. It can be withheld in the company’s coffers and used to further finance the
company’s objectives insomuch that you can buy more trains, stations and blasting caps, but in doing so the
value of your stock will lower. Alternately, you may choose to pay out the revenue generated as dividends to
the shareholders. This puts money in the hands of anyone owning shares and will raise the value of the stock
and is cause for much rejoicing. Interestingly, as you play, new technological advances through history are
represented by the offering of newer, better trains. Unfortunately for you, the engineers are a fickle bunch and
often will refuse to work with obsolete technology. Us train gamers refer to this phenomenon as the trains
rusting and your companies will have to discard their old trains. This sometimes leaves you with no trains at all,
which makes you the director of a pretty terrible Railroad company. It stands to reason that you are obliged to
own a train and they become exponentially more expensive as the game progresses. If you have been the type
of director who wants to win friends and influence people too often with dividend payments, your company
will likely not be able to foot the bill on its own and it is up to you, the director, to help subsidize the purchase
of new trains. (Translation: you lose)
Easy, right? Well, the rules aren't very hard to understand anyway, but like a lot of other games, the challenge
is in the mastery of the system. The other players can do all sorts of nasty things to you as well in terms of
engineering track where you don't really want it and being a shady financier. These companies can be run to a
greater or lesser degree of social responsibility, depending on your personal inclinations, but remember that
the point of the game is to have the most money in personal wealth and shares at the game's end. I lean
towards the “huge jerk” end of that spectrum, but that's one of the things that makes the system so great. My
Dad, for example, is content to try to run 1 or 2 companies well, make friends and collaborate with the other
directors for the mutual benefit of all involved. I am more inclined to run (*cough* exploit *cough*) a company
just long enough to profit from it, sell off the share and hand the smoldering wreck to some unsuspecting
chump who now has to buy a train for his new “acquisition” with his own money. Heh.
These games are kind of like playing three games at once. You need to be mindful of shrewd investments, build
a good railway network and also be able to combat the obsolescence of the trains. Each different title has a
healthy mix in differing proportions of these concepts, the most important of which is the trains. Yes, there's a
map and shares and tiles and all of that is very nice, but this is a train game. THE GAME IS ABOUT THE TRAINS!
Now, I like quite a lot of meat on my games and I also enjoy games that punish poor play. I understand that this
is not for everyone, but it's one of the things that continue to draw me back to the system. Most players are
frustrated by the butterfly effect prevalent in the series in that a mistake you make in the start of your career
as a rail baron can have huge implications on your endgame. Being a system of no luck, some people have a
hard time taking responsibility for their choices. (Pointing out that their four+ hours of failure was their fault
doesn’t seem to make that pill any easier to swallow in my experience....) So now we find ourselves at the
point where you need to decide if these games are something you want to explore. What follows is my best
attempt at an even-handed summary of the pros and cons of the system.
Pros:
– You get to build stuff – At the end of the game, regardless of what you have done; you will be able to
look upon a small empire of track and companies. I like the feeling of accomplishment that goes along
with that.
– You can feel yourself getting better – Repeated plays are rewarded and as you explore the system, you
will experience many of those 'a-ha' moments where you realize you can do something novel and that
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–

–
–

clever thing you just discovered might just win you the game!
Near infinite re-playability – Forget the sheer volume of titles available, even if you just owned two
different games, they will never play out the same way. Even just adding a new player can change
everything; forget the order in which the companies are introduced into the games or who's running
them!
Trains are cool! - Railroad history is sordid and devilish most of the time. Learning how the Rail Barons
screwed each other over in real life is as interesting as it is a valuable tool for gameplay.
So much is possible – Refinancing, bankruptcy, split shares, short selling, multiple train types, erupting
volcanoes (seriously), Mergers, acquisitions and train warranties to name but a few of the concepts
explored by the series over various titles.

Cons:
– They are Loooonnnnngggg. - Can't deny it, these games can run anywhere from 3-12 hours, depending on
what you are playing. Your first games especially, as you figure everything out. Our first games of 1856
were 12 and 14 hours respectively. As you learn and get better, you can get that time down quite a lot and
just using poker chips instead of paper money will shave a few hours off of gameplay. In my group, 1856
now plays in just over 5 hours, so less than half of our initial investment of time. Not bad huh?
– It can be hard to convince your friends to play – For whatever reason; the subject matter alone is enough
to deter most people. Once you tell them the game is more math than trains, it doesn't really get any
better either.....
– They aren't the most accessible games – Once you do trick, I mean, convince your friends to play, they have
to learn the rules. Most of what is going on here will be unfamiliar to them and new things are scary.
– It can be hard to find the games – While 1870 and 1856 (Mayfair) were commercially available and you can
still find 1853 on the shelves (because it's not the greatest) your options for most titles come from
European publishers or you have to wait 14 months for a Deep Thought Games order to queue up. (I'm not
joking) There are many titles available for Print and Play, but that takes a special kind of crazy. (That being
said, I have PnP'ed [Print and Played] 25+ titles....) I plan to submit another article later outlining a few of
the ways you can get your hands on the sweet, sweet choo choo's.
My goal here has been to take some of the mystery away from this part of the hobby and to make myself
available to you all for questions and insight. If this sounds like something you might be interested in, I would
be more than happy to help you along what will no doubt be a very interesting and rewarding gaming
experience. You can contact me personally at pt.mclaughlin@shaw.ca or on either BoardGameGeek or
SaskGames under the username “e.e.goings” and I'm always looking for new geek-buddies. Until next time,
keep your fires stoked and think hard before you buy the Diesel. It's rarely worth the investment.
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Here is a section where people can share their views on the hobby. What works? What could be
improved? How communities form, games as a means to encourage quality family time, or how
games are a catalyst for friendships. Share your thoughts.

Games and My Family - A Brief Look Back
By Jon Enns
I have always loved gaming and being the youngest child of five with a six year gap to my
closest sibling meant I did not really get enough gaming growing up. But when my wife and I
started our own family I immediately and instinctively knew that I wanted my kids to like
games. To that end I was only partly successful.
I started my four girls off with things like Uno and Crazy Eights and Old Maid. From there we
moved up to Aggravation, Sorry, Monopoly, Risk and more. By the time my youngest daughter was 10 she was a fair
opponent at games like Shogun and my second youngest could beat me at Stratego. We also all played word games such
as Boggle, Spill & Spell, Probe and Scrabble.
At this point none of us had even heard the word “Euro” or “German games.” I still always watched for interesting new
games when and where I could which lead me to the purchase of games like Mystery Mansion and Clue Master
Detective, both family favorites.
Then, coming up to Christmas, 2004, when we first got the internet in our home, I found out about the world of German
games and found a site called Board Game Geek. Well, at that point I ‘knew’ I was no geek but I sure did like games and
here was no end of information about no end of games! Excitedly, I bought and introduced myself and my family to
Settlers of Catan, Alhambra, Carcassonne and Tongiaki. Suddenly games were much more interesting and more in the
spot light than ever before. Games had been good, now they got better.
The next Christmas we added Ticket to Ride, Bang, Pirate’s Cove, Domaine, Puerto Rico, Shipwrecked and China to the
roster. Two of these were wrapped under the tree as ‘family’ games which sparked even more interest.
As the years went by, each of my four girls started to collect some games of their own, some more avidly then others.
My youngest, Lindy, who is now 21, took to games the most and is still my biggest gaming partner. She was the one
playing Shogun before she was 10 and, happily, is home again this year and still playing lots of games with me. When
the other daughters come home they all will still play games to some capacity, some more, some less, but none is as
solid a gamer as Lindy. In fact Lindy and I have set up annual game days, one in winter, then one in summer, and finally
one is fall. The winter one will be our 10th annual this winter, the one in summer we call our Mid-Summer Game Day
and this coming summer will be our 8th. Our Fall Game Day just reached its 3rd Anniversary and was shared with Matt’s
24 Hours To Play With Your Food event in Regina.
While my other daughters do not care for games quite to this extent, they still regularly enjoy some games with their
dad. I can tell you, it makes a father feel mighty good to think that any of his kids at any age would be happy to just sit
back and enjoy a game with him. I am a very blessed man!
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Colour-Blind Gamer – An Introduction
By Darren Bezzant
(Originally posted at www.BoardGameGeek.com)
Something that I personally have had to deal with for, well, forever, is my colourdeficiency. I am mostly red-green-brown deficient (technical name of deuteranopia,
which I had to look up for this article), but I also find that I don’t see shades of other colours too well either. For
example, blue and purple are very similar to me and in the wrong light – they are basically identical.
In the real world, sometimes this is a challenge, but you learn how to deal with it. My wife has the final say in all
clothing choices, but I primarily stick with primary colors (some sort of shirt with black pants is the usual dress code.
(Everything goes with black). I usually get asked how I deal with traffic lights, but really the green of a traffic light looks
like white to me and I know that they run Red-Yellow-Green with Red always on top or on the left, so that is how I workaround it.
Roughly 10% of males suffer from some form color deficiency, and in most cases, does not have an impact on their
lives. You might have a challenge finding a ripe apple, or cutting the red wire (I wouldn't recommend the bomb squad
for a career), but in gaming, specifically boardgames, it can be quite the challenge to play certain games. A number of
Euro-style games use very pale colors, with very little difference (to me at least), without using any symbology to
complement it.
I don’t claim to be an expert in usability or game design, I just know what works for me, and I hope that it can be of
some use to someone else out there.
I will talk about games with excellent symbology, games that need a little help (and what I did to make it work), and
games that just didn’t pass the muster. Hopefully, we can get the conversation rolling and we can show how a little thing
like a tiny icon or even a dot can make or break a game.
If you have any questions, please let me know, and I will try to help as best I can. And if you are a designer or a publisher
I’d love to hear your thoughts on colours in games. Now to the meat.
Excellent: Ticket to Ride (Alan Moon / Days of Wonder)
Although I never played the first edition of Ticket to Ride, I have it on fairly good authority that the Second edition of
Ticket to Ride added icons to the coloured tracks on the board, which I believe really helped an already great game, get
even more traction in the general population. The symbols helped to eliminate confusion, and arguments. Ironically,
when Days of Wonder released TTR for the IOS, they neglected to add the icons to the board in that first edition as well
(they subsequently have added them in the IOS version as well)
Good: Bruges (Stefan Feld / Z-Man)
This game came very close to working really well. The colour of the card is on both the front and the back, thereby
allowing me to ask questions of my fellow players as to the particular colours, without revealing any useful
information. Now, I know it isn’t perfect, and ideally there would have been a symbol associated with each colour, but I
have found it to be an acceptable work-around.
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The workers on the other hand are another matter. I had difficulty differentiating between the red and the brown
workers. If I had to ask another player, this might give away something, and I really hate asking over and over, so I
grabbed the colour blind gamer’s first line of defense, the Sharpie Marker! I placed a tiny dot on the Brown worker to
clearly show which ones were which. I have found that the dot becomes innocuous to the regular gamer, but opens a
whole new avenue to the detailed oriented colour-blind gamer. :) I have only played Bruges 4 times as of this writing and
haven’t decided if I need to do the same for the Blue/Purple workers, but I will keep you updated if I update those as
well.
Poor: Warmachine: High Command (Unknown / Privateer Press)
I had very high hopes for this game that came out at GenCon 2013. I rushed to get a copy so that I could get my
WarMachine buddies into a Deck-Builder. (I don’t play a lot of mini games, as painting always seems to be an
issue). Then I opened the box and started to figure out how to sort it. They utilize a dual band of colours on the right
hand side to group the various types of cards together. And with that many cards in the game, I just couldn’t be
bothered to put in the effort to figure out how to modify the game in order to play it. I had my daughter sort out the
game, and I dropped it off at a friend’s house to see if the game was playable by their group.

By Matt Robertson
We would like to extend a welcome to the new SaskGames members. This is a list of members
who signed up during the month of December 2013. Welcome, and happy gaming!!
Yrtria
Jason_the_Jedi
Kuderewko
Jtriffo
PilgrimStanding

BillyToronto
Rothgar
wretchedthrawn
73igg
QofWar

mikenielsen
Jolnir
Nuptacular
JimConJim

Jason_eh_007
Cambiata
EvrazDrone
Nik Battrum

Games are fun, sometimes games are even funny.  That is what this section is for. Do you have a funny
game related story or picture to share? Send it in and share it with others.
Laugh and the world laughs “with” you. Play Monopoly and the world laughs “at” you.
This weeks laugh is brought to you by: Dyson Yobb
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There are various gaming clubs established in the Province. Some of these are large groups, and
others are made up of a handful of enthusiasts for a particular game. This area gives those clubs an
opportunity to share news and articles pertaining to their club. We invite local chess, go, crokinole,
scrabble, and bridge clubs to share information about their club.

 Regina Backgammon Club 
Basic Backgammon: How To Play - By Tom Caldwell
Backgammon is played on a 24 point board, with 12 points on each side of the board. The best boards to play are set in
a briefcase style, but flat cardboard games do exist. There are 30 stones, 15 of one colour, and 15 of the other.
Commonly they are black or white. Each player gets 2 dice, and shaking cups are common.
I like to look at this as a war game. All the stones are soldiers, the board is a big battlefield, and the soldiers just want to
get home safely.
The game starts from a set pattern. The players move their stones according to
their dice rolls, with each player moving their stones against the direction of the
other player. They are each headed for their home 6 (the Inner Table). Once a
player has all 15 stones in their home 6, they can bear off. The first player to bear
off all their stones wins the game.
Now, the fun part comes with jumping singles! When a stone is left open, as a
single stone on a point, the opposing stones can jump it, and send it to the bridge.
That’s war for ya! If you have two stones on a point, you own it, and you cannot
be jumped. For that player to proceed in the game they must move that stone from the bridge first before they can
make any other play. Those stones fresh off of the bridge must land in the opposing inner table.
This is where having your home 6 all owned by your stones comes in handy. If you can have a solid wall of 6x2 stones in
your home 6, that stone on the bridge is stuck there, and you can just keep rolling dice until a possible spot opens up. I
call this the Finishing Move, so named for all the players online who have quit when hit with it.
This game is part the luck of the dice, and part strategy. It is like the CFL, with late game come back wins very much
possible.
Some bonus include rolling a double, this gets you 4 moves of that count. The doubling cube can be used for more
competitive play, and there are rules such as the gammon, which awards a double win if the losing player has not borne
off any stones when the game ends.
I tend to play a more casual game, where a game won is a game won, and the goal is to just have fun.
Kid-sized backgammon sets can be found at stores such as Walmart and Toys-R-Us for about 20 bucks. Most adults
would prefer to play a game with larger stones for ease of handling. Hand- made wooden sets can be found online for as
much as $1000.
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By Matt Robertson
There is a directory of webpages on SaskGames; interesting and useful boardgame related websites.
You should browse the directory. Feel free to suggest pages to add as well. The full directory is here:
Web Lynx. Also, SaskGames is set up to be an umbrella site for Gaming in Saskatchewan. It is a
community that is full of sub-communities. If you have a website devoted to the hobby in our
Province, let us know and we will add it to the directory of local lynx here:
FRAG
Yorkton Gamer Guild

Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, it is great to capture some of those
moments in pictures. Do you have some game related photos you would like to share with the
group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

Cleopatra and the Secret
Society of Architects

Dana Tillusz

Alien Frontiers

Matt Robertson

Friedrich

Matt Robertson

By Matt Robertson
Here is an alphabetical listing of game stores that have entries on the SaskGames Store Directory.
We strongly encourage people to support your local stores. Remember: Think global; shop local!
Collector's Lane (Saskatoon)
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
ComicReaders (South Regina)
Dragon's Den Games (Saskatoon)
Tramps Comics & Games (Regina)
Tramps (Prince Albert)
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“Play with Your Food” has been established as a branded series of charity events. The original idea
was established as a means to assist food related charities to help feed those in need of food and
shelter. This idea has taken shape into a movement by the boardgame community to continue on
a path of giving. After all, if we have the luxury to sit for a few hours and enjoy a leisure activity
with friends, we are among the richest and can pause to assist others in the community.
This has developed into an annual major event called “24 hours to Play with Your Food”. SaskGames organizes and runs
the event and has selected Souls Harbour Rescue Mission as the benefactor. The inaugural event in 2013 was a
tremendous success and has paved the way for an enjoyable and successful annual event for Regina. The partnership
between SaskGames and Souls Harbour Rescue Mission is a great fit and we will continue to host this event annually.
“24 Hours to Play with Your Food” – 2013 Event Recap from Souls Harbour Rescue Mission
By Rebecca Cochrane
Last October, gamers raised $13,682.88 for Souls Harbour Rescue Mission through a 24-Hour Board Gaming Event! The
event was called “24 Hours to Play with Your Food”
Regina, Saskatchewan – Souls Harbour Rescue Mission and SaskGames were overwhelmed with the success of their first
ever “24 Hours to Play With Your Food” event held at the Dean Smith Youth Centre this past weekend.
The event aimed to raise $5000 for Souls Harbour by bringing together boardgamers of all ages and interest for 24 hours
of casual boardgaming. A fun filled day and night with food, prizes and games! Teams could register as individuals and
groups, but each team was required to commit to game for 24 hours. A team of one was committed to the full 24 hours,
a team of 2 or more could divide the hours amongst themselves so that the team as a whole met the 24 hour
requirement. Prizes were given out to teams every hour throughout the night.
“We had amazing sponsorship from the gaming community. ComicReaders provided us with over $500 worth of prizes,
we had 11 other sponsors that together gave us just under $2000 in games to give away to teams!” says Matt Robertson
of SaskGames. In order to make it a “Play With Your Food” event – we needed food and Boston Pizza North stepped up
to the plate – Big Time! They donated three meals throughout the 24 hours totaling over $2000 in food delivered right
to us as we gamed throughout the day and night! We are so thankful for the amazing support we’ve received for this
fundraiser!”
The event was held from 1pm Saturday, October 5 to 1pm Sunday, October 6 at the Dean Smith Youth Centre. “It was
the most fitting location we could think of – the Games Room at Zeike’s Place”, says Rebecca Cochrane, Director of
Development and Programs for Souls Harbour Rescue Mission. “It was a wonderful way to partner with SaskGames as
they support us in such a tangible way through this event!
“We had over 80 registrants that helped us raise the money to help Souls Harbour Rescue Mission”, Robertson
explained, “We planted the seed at one of our “ChewsDay Challenges” at Boston Pizza and people wanted to sign up
right away! We knew this idea had potential and we worked hard to make it happen.”
Cochrane says, “$13,682.88 is a lot of money and it makes a big difference! For the people that we serve that’s 4400
meals, over 550 nights of shelter, or enough to provide for one woman (and her children) to go through our Shayil Home
Women’s Addiction Program for one whole year!”
This was the first event of its kind but both SaskGames and Souls Harbour Rescue Mission are already looking forward to
next year’s 2nd Annual “24-Hours to Play With Your Food”.
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NB: Plans are just getting underway to start registering teams for the 2014 “24 Hours to Play with Your Food” charity
event. The date has been selected: Saturday, October 4th – Sunday, October 5th. Look for information soon on the
SaskGames website. Playing boardgames and raising money for those in need is a partnership of awesomeness. Hope to
see you at the 2014 event!!!

By Matt Robertson
We all know someone who is “That Guy” (or gal). The person in the room that can drain the fun
out of a clown party. This section will be a series of tips and techniques that you can use to make
sure you do not become “That Guy”. Through careful attention to these tips, we can all make sure
we are not the vampires sucking the enjoyment out of game gatherings with friends.
#1) Finish what you start. Do not throw in the towel half way through the game because it looks like you have no chance
of winning. Play through, play for style, and stick it out to the end. Oh yea, and it would be awesome if you helped clean
up the game afterwards.
#2) Games can be a bit of a puzzle. Sometimes they require some extra thought and analysis. Try not to consistently take
a long time to figure out your moves. No-one likes to sit there for 15 minutes on your turn while you make faces akin to
solving some calculus formula. You know, it is ok to make a suboptimal move and consider it a lesson learned. If the
other players often whistle the tune “Closing Time”, you might be taking too long on your turns. We all have an
occasional turn that needs some extra thought. Those are the exceptions to the norm.
Remember, don’t be, “That Guy”.

It is super incredibly awesome that our hobby is moving closer to gender parity. It is still important, however, to learn and
read about Geek Culture from the female perspective.If you are female and would like to share your views, please do!

Fangirl: Taking it Back
By Jessica Bickford
Originally published in The Carillon on September 27 2013
I was recently pointed to an article in Apex magazine by Deborah Stanish called “Fangirl Isn’t a
Dirty Word,” and it really resonated with me. I’m a self-professed fangirl; I obsess, indulge,
and sometimes even wallow in my chosen fandoms. I cosplay, buy art, and generally surround
myself with the fandoms that make me happy. I’ll talk for hours about Sherlock, or Deadpool,
or the Bat family, or speak to you only in Futurama quotes if you’ll let me. I devour all the
media with enthusiasm – the gifs, the fanart, the minute dissections of every facial feature of
Benedict Cumberbatch, and all the fanfics from the angstiest tear-jerkers, to the filthiest smut you’ve ever seen. Heck, I
write some of those fanfics.
My question is what exactly separates the fangirl from the fan? The obvious answer is that ‘fangirl’ is not only a
gendered term, but one that comes prepackaged with negative connotations about screaming teenagers, unhealthy
obsession and a certain shallowness of interest. It irks me that ‘fanboy,’ the other gendered term for an obsessed fan,
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has only the unhealthy obsession element and neither the age assumption, nor shallowness associated with it. To me,
this is just another example of the rampant gatekeeping that is currently plaguing geekdom, and Stanish agrees. In
other words, the only right way to be a fan is the male way to be a fan.
Obsession is the common element between a fangirl and fanboy, which gets reduced to enthusiasm if you take gender
out of the equation. I don’t have a problem with a term a step above geek for someone who is just that little bit more
preoccupied with their fandom of choice than the average. We have words like that for other things – take ‘foodie’ for
example. There’s a difference between enjoying your food and being a foodie. The problem is with the gendering and
the fact that the male and female terms are unequal in their connotations. Being a fanboy makes you a little weird, but
being a fangirl makes you a screaming, teenaged lunatic.
Simon Pegg says, “being a geek is all about being honest about what you enjoy and not being afraid to demonstrate that
affection. It means never having to play it cool about how much you like something.”
That is exactly what being a fangirl is about too. Yes, it may take affection into unheard of levels sometimes, but what
exactly is wrong with loving something intensely, whether that something is StarCraft, or Johnlock fanfics?
Stanish concludes her piece with a call to strip the negative connotations from the word ‘fangirl,’ and I’d like very much
to repeat it. We’ve reclaimed the terms ‘geek’ and ‘nerd’ that were once so derisive, and personally I think it’s time to be
proud of being an enthusiastic, obsessed, and entirely unstoppable fangirl. I will love what I love with however much
intensity I want, and define myself however I see fit.
Fangirl Out.

By Matt Robertson
Here is a listing of venues. Simply put, venues are physical locations where games are played. There
are basically two types of venues: Public and Private. All game related events on the calendar will
be tied to a venue indicating where the event is taking place. All of the public venues are open to all
members. In addition to the public venues, there are many private venues which mostly represent
private residences for groups of friends. These venues will NOT show up to the membership at large. Every venue has a
"PLEASE READ" thread that lists important information about that venue. Please read the information and if you have
any questions, direct them to the owner of the venue. Also, please note that each venue coordinator is responsible for
adding and maintaining events in their venue. SaskGames cannot guarantee the accuracy of events posted.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Tramps (Regina)
FRAG Games Days (Regina)
Regina Public Library
Wokbox (South Regina)
Regina Chess Club
ALBERTA Events

Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Miscellaneous Events (Locations Vary)
Regina Go Club
MANITOBA Events
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By Matt Robertson
www.BoardGameGeek.com is an incredibly useful website devoted to games and the people who
play them. It can be a very hard site to navigate though and that is where this part of the
newsletter comes in. Each issue we will highlight a part of the Geek you might find interesting and
useful. BGG is a veritable goldmine of information, if you do not currently have an account, you may want to set one up.
Some people have created some incredible areas in their house to play games. Veritable shrines to the hobby. For
inspiration for your own gaming cave, checkout this Geeklist of GAME ROOMS
Are you looking for a high resolution map you can take to a printing company that can be used for a variety of
miniatures games? Here is a thread on BoardGameGeek where members share some HIGH RES MAPS they made from
Google Map images. These would be fantastic for Wings of Glory and other aerial combat games.
RoboRally is one of those games that tends to be a big hit whenever it hits the table. The more players, the more fun. I
know there are a number of local folks who have purchased their own copy of the game after having played. Here is a
Geeklist on BGG that contains a wealth of official and unoffcial information for ROBORALLY
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By Matt Robertson
You need something more to do than just read a newsletter. How about we put you to work with a
Word Search? Find the game related words below. Can you find them all? We will not give you the
words to find, only the following clues:
Find 17 words. 1 is a website, 3 are slogans, and 13 are games from a popular designer.
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By Matt Robertson
SaskGames is growing. It is actually growing faster than we anticipated, and well, we are
having a hard time keeping up with all of the cool things going on. Although this initiative was
started by one person, it is far bigger than that now. Here are some of the people that work
behind the scenes to make the gaming community stronger. This includes the website, the
ChewsDay Challenge series of events, the Play with Your Food series of Charity events, the
newsletter, and more. You know, you should probably give these folks a hug, or buy them a beer, or better yet: BOTH!
Matt Robertson … Marc Bendig … Jason Morton … John Burt … Bryce Robinson … Dyson Yobb
Roxanne Stankievech … Tom Caldwell … Dana Tillusz … Chad Boudreau … John Kennedy
Mac Grassick … Colin Dearborn … Logan Drydale … Lance Mathew … Tyler McLaughlin … Jessica Bickford
Darren Bezzant … Jon Enns … Lareina Chan

By Matt Robertson
Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part of the team. We
invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and the website. Perhaps you like to
write, maybe you are great with people and want to ambassador an event, it could be you like to
teach games, or just want to be in the background supporting what we do. In any case, we would
love to hear from you!!! Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

By Matt Robertson
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help members locate
others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The site has a calendar where
events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues. The public venues can be viewed and
accessed by anyone; the private venues are open to only those members as dictated by the
owner of the venue. Each member will only see the events and postings for venues they have
been given access to. The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming
events occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved in
various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted to various styles
of games where players can indicate their interests in particular games or genres for the purpose
of connecting with others who share that interest. We hope this helps members get some of
their favourite games to the table more often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”
* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated calendar
of gaming events.
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) We hope that as word gets out, people who visit Saskatchewan will find it easier to
locate game stores and/or board game events.
SaskGames by the Numbers:
561 Members / 16118 Posts / 2996 Topics / 114,547 Page Views Last Month
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